eDiscovery Review Platforms

eDiscovery Review
Leveraging Market-Leading Hosting Review
Let’s find the right hosted review
solution together.
Legility is passionate about innovation, and our experts
regularly evaluate technology suited for each phase of
discovery. When it comes to hosted review, we are platform
agnostic to make the best recommendation for each legal
matter.
Optimize your solution through access to a diverse array of
eDiscovery platforms, such as our recommended offerings:
Relativity, Catalyst Insight, Everlaw, VenioOne, and our
proprietary platform: Recenseo™. Each platform has been
evaluated by our team to identify specific strengths and
weaknesses. We also give you the flexibility to process your
data in one platform and review it in another.
Legility offers a cost-effective, efficient and custom solution
for every aspect of your data management needs. For a
more comprehensive approach, consider storing your data
securely within our Legal Hold Repository or bundling your
hosted review with our Managed Review Services for the
highest-quality attorney review at the lowest total cost.

Legility Recenseo™
Legility’s proprietary software, Recenseo, delivers a robust
and technologically advanced review environment for both
law firm and corporations. It is powerful, intuitive, secure
and stable. Recenseo offers the required horsepower,
flexibility and function for the largest and most complex
electronic discovery projects while remaining easy to learn
and use.
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Whether you’re working as a large team of contract
attorneys conducting a privilege review or a single
paralegal searching for the smoking gun, Recenseo is
the right solution.
Relativity
Relativity is among the most widely recognized
eDiscovery software solutions. When familiarity is of
the highest importance, there is no better tool for the
job. Custom integrations and plug-ins allow for a wide
array of additional capabilities, ensuring that all case
needs are met within a single integrated solution.
Legility’s Relativity offering is particularly well suited to
multiparty collaboration, such as joint defense groups.
Catalyst Insight
Legility’s long standing partnership with Catalyst
Repository Systems has yielded extensive experience
in the use of machine learning for prioritization of
document review. Catalyst Insight’s Technology
Assisted Review (TAR) engine is unmatched in the
field of eDiscovery. When progressive workflows that
incorporate predictive analytics are justified, there is no
better solution than Catalyst.
Everlaw
Everlaw makes eDiscovery look easy. By allowing endto-end self-service functionality, including processing
and production, this platform puts the power in your
hands. Everlaw’s attractive and intuitive user interface
coupled with complete control and autonomy
empower users with a do-it-yourself mentality.
VenioOne
VenioOne is leading the charge when it comes to
early case assessment (ECA). Our Venio offering puts
actionable insight at your fingertips on an immediate
basis, allowing you to make informed decisions when it
matters most. This solution is often leveraged for data
triage and investigation when metrics and reporting
are of the utmost importance.

Let’s change the business of legal together.
legility.com | +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

Legility Legal Hold Repository
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Secure ESI Storage for
Your Review
Designed with big data in
mind, Legility’s Legal Hold
Repository (LHR) is an agile,
robust and innovative solution
to enterprise Information
Governance and eDiscovery
challenges. We ensure ondemand access to information
and reporting by maintaining
all data subject to litigation,
investigative or regulatory
inquiry in one SOC 2 secure
environment. All material is
de-duplicated and indexed,
resulting in a searchable
single-instance storage
environment.
Search and select data you
want to promote to review
and/or advanced analytics.
As your data is reviewed,
key attributes like privilege
calls can be propagated to
future matters, reducing risk
of inadvertent disclosure. Our
process integrates seamlessly
with traditional eDiscovery
workflows so you don’t have
to spend excess time and
money escalating data to
review. This flexible solution
also allows for pairing with
multiple eDiscovery platforms.
Our Legal Hold Repository
services can be bundled
with any of our eDiscovery
services, or standalone with
your existing review solutions.

